Abstract
22
With the emergence and increased popularity of the 23 World Wide Web (WWW) over the past decade, retrieval 24 of images based on content, often referred to as content-25 based image retrieval (CBIR), has gained a lot of research 26 interests [1] . On the WWW where many images can be 27 found, it is convenient to search for the target images in 28 possibly very large image databases by presenting query 29 images as examples. Thus, more and more Web search 30 engines (e.g., Yahoo) are now equipped with CBIR facili-31 ties for retrieving images on a query-by-image-example 32 basis. 33 The two determining factors for image retrieval perfor-34 mance are the features used to represent the images and 35 the distance function used to measure the similarity 36 between a query image and the images in the database. 37 For a specific feature representation chosen, the retrieval 38 performance depends critically on the similarity measure 39 used. Let f i ¼ ðf [2] proposed the intersection distance measure 45 d \ ¼ P n k¼1 minðf i k ; f j k Þ, which has the same ordinal proper-46 ties as the L 1 norm (distance). In [3] , the distance between 47 two histograms is defined as the weighted form
, where each weight w ij 49 in W denotes the similarity between features i and j. Note 50 that this distance measure includes the Mahalanobis dis-51 tance as a special case. Other commonly used distance 52 functions for color histograms include the Minkowski dis-53 tance d r ðf i ; f j Þ ¼ ð P n k¼1 jf i k À f j k j r Þ 1=r . However, this distance 54 metric may lead to high false negative rate [4] . [25, 12, 13, 26] . However, [12, 13] 137 the original image space is highly nonlinear due to high 138 variability of the image content and style. In this paper, 139 we define the transformation in the kernel-induced fea-140 ture space which is nonlinearly related to the image 141 space. The transformation is then learned based on side 142 information in the form of pairwise (dis)similarity con-143 straints. Moreover, to address the efficiency problem 144 for long-term learning, we boost the image retrieval per-145 formance by adapting the distance metric in a stepwise 146 manner based on relevance feedback. 147 Our kernel-based distance metric learning method per-148 forms kernel PCA on the whole data set, followed by met-149 ric learning in the feature space. It does not suffer from the 150 small sample size problem encountered by traditional Fish-151 er discriminant analysis methods. Therefore, our method is 152 significantly different from many existing methods which 153 aim to address the small sample size problem in multimedia 154 information retrieval, e.g., the kernel-based biased discrim-155 inant analysis method proposed in [14] . 156 In Section 2, we will propose a kernel-based method for 157 nonlinear metric learning. In Section 3, we will describe 158 how this method can be used to improve the performance 159 of CBIR tasks. Our method will then be compared with 160 other distance learning methods based on two real-world 161 image databases. The stepwise kernel-based metric learning 162 algorithm that pays attention to both effectiveness and effi-163 ciency will be presented in Section 4. Finally, some con-164 cluding remarks will be given in the last section.
Kernel methods typically comprise two parts. The first 167 part maps (usually nonlinearly) the input points to a fea-168 ture space often of much higher or even infinite dimension-169 ality, and then the second part applies a relatively simple 170 (usually linear) method in the feature space. In this section, 171 we propose a two-step method which first uses kernel prin-172 cipal component analysis (PCA) [27] to embed the input 173 points in terms of their nonlinear principal components 174 and then applies metric learning there. 175 2.1. Centering in the feature space
176
Let x i (i = 1, . . . , n) be n points in the input space X . 177 Suppose we use a kernel functionk which induces a nonlin-178 ear mapping/ from X to some feature space F . 1 The ''im-179 ages'' of the n points in F are/ðx i Þ (i = 1, . . . , n), which in 180 general are not centered (i.e., their sample mean is not zero). 181 The corresponding kernel matrixK
We want to transform (simply by translating) the coor-184 dinate system of F such that the new origin is at the sample 185 mean of the n points. As a result, we also convert the kernel 186 matrixK to 
194
We briefly review the kernel PCA algorithm here. More 195 details can be found in [27] . 196 We first apply the centering transform as in Eq. (1) to 197 get the kernel matrix K. We then solve the eigenvalue equa-198 tion for K: Ka = na. Let n 1 P Á Á Á Pn p > 0 denote the p 6 n 199 positive eigenvalues of K and a 1 , . . . , a p be the correspond-200 ing eigenvectors. The embedding dimensionality p may be 201 set to the rank of K, or, more commonly, a smaller value 202 to ignore the insignificant dimensions with very small 203 eigenvalues, as in ordinary PCA. 204
For any input x, the kth principal componentỹ k of / (x) 205 is given bỹ
208 If x = x j for some 1 6 j 6 n, i.e., x is one of the n original 209 points, then the kth principal componentỹ jk of / (x j ) 210 becomes
212 213 which is proportional to the expansion coefficient a jk . Thus, 214 the input points x i (i = 1, . . . , n) are now represented asỹ i 215 (i = 1, . . . , n).
Step 2: Linear metric learning
217
To perform metric learning, we further transformỹ i 218 (i = 1, . . . , n) by applying a linear transform A to each 219 point based on the pairwise similarity and dissimilarity 220 information in S and D, respectively. 221 We define a matrix C S based on S as follows:
224 where jSj denotes the number of similar pairs in S. Note 225 that this form is similar to that used in RCA [19] by treat-226 ing each pair in S as a chunklet. This slight variation makes 227 it easier to extend the method to incorporate pairwise dis-228 similarity constraints into metric learning, as illustrated 229 here. Similarly, we define a matrix C D based on D:
232 where jDj denotes the number of similar pairs in D.
233 The linear transform A is defined as 
273
We want to compare the image retrieval performance of 274 the two-step kernel method with the baseline method of 275 using Euclidean distance without distance learning as well 276 as some other distance learning methods. In particular, 277 we consider two distance learning methods: Mahalanobis 278 distance learning with RCA and distance learning with 279 DistBoost.
2 RCA makes use of the pairwise similarity con-280 straints to learn a Mahalanobis distance, which essentially 281 assigns large weights to relevant components and low 282 weights to irrelevant components with relevance estimated 283 based on the connected components composed of similar 284 patterns. DistBoost, as discussed in Section 1.2, is a non-285 metric distance learning method that makes use of the pair-286 wise constraints and performs boosting. Since both 287 DistBoost and our kernel method can make use of dissim-288 ilarity constraints in addition to similarity constraints, we 289 conduct experiments with and without such supervisory 290 information for the two methods. In summary, the follow-291 ing four methods are included in our comparative study: 292 1. Euclidean distance without distance learning. 293 2. Mahalanobis distance learning with RCA. 294 3. Nonmetric distance learning with DistBoost (with and 295 without dissimilarity constraints). 296 4. Metric distance learning with our kernel method (with 297 and without dissimilarity constraints). 298 299 3.3. Performance measures
300
We use two performance measures in our comparative 301 study. The first one, based on precision and recall, is com-302 monly used in information retrieval. The second one, used 303 in [23, 24] , is based on cumulative neighbor purity curves. 304 Cumulative neighbor purity measures the percentage of 305 correctly retrieved images in the k nearest neighbors of 306 the query image, averaged over all queries, with k up to 307 some value K (K = 30 in our experiments). 308 For each retrieval task, we compute the average per-309 formance statistics over all queries of five randomly gen-310 erated sets of similar and dissimilar image pairs. For 311 both databases, the number of similar image pairs is 312 set to 150, which is about 0.3% and 0.6%, respectively, 313 of the total number of possible image pairs in the dat-314 abases. The pairs of similar images are randomly selected 315 based on the true class labels. The number of dissimilar 316 image pairs used in DistBoost and our kernel method is 317 also set to 150. For each set of similar and dissimilar 318 image pairs, we set the number of boosting iterations 319 in DistBoost to 50. 320 Fig. 1 shows the retrieval results on the first image data-322 base based on both cumulative neighbor purity and preci-323 sion/recall. We can see that metric learning with the two-324 step kernel method significantly improves the retrieval per-325 formance and outperforms other distance learning methods 326 especially with respect to the cumulative neighbor purity 327 measure. The retrieval results on the second image data-328 base are shown in Fig. 2 . Again, our kernel method signif-329 icantly outperforms the other methods. For both 330 databases, using dissimilarity constraints in DistBoost 331 and the kernel method can improve the retrieval perfor-332 mance slightly. 333 Some typical retrieval results on the first and second 334 databases are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b 
Experimental results
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358 test (30%) sets, with the former used for distance learning 359 and the latter serving as query images. Fig. 4 presents the 360 retrieval results, which show that the kernel-based metric 361 learning method still outperforms other methods. 
363
We have demonstrated the promising performance of 364 our kernel-based metric learning method for CBIR tasks. 365 Unlike other metric learning methods which learn a Maha-366 lanobis metric corresponding to performing linear transfor-367 mation in the original image space, we define the 368 transformation in the kernel-induced feature space which 369 is nonlinearly related to the image space. Metric learning 370 estimates a linear transformation in the higher-dimensional 371 feature space induced by the kernel used in kernel PCA. 372 Any query image, either inside or outside the image 373 database, is then mapped to the transformed feature space 374 where the Euclidean metric can capture better the similarity 375 relationships between patterns. Moreover, it is worthy to 376 note that our kernel-based metric learning method is very 377 efficient. In our experiments, it is more than 10 times faster 378 than DistBoost for the same retrieval tasks. 379 We want to investigate further on how practical it is 380 to incorporate distance learning into real-world CBIR 381 tasks. As discussed above, relevance feedback is com-382 monly used in CBIR systems for improving the retrieval 383 performance [10, 7, 15, 9, 6, 5, 16, 17, 14] . The pairwise 384 (dis)similarity constraints used by the kernel method 385 can make better use of the relevance feedback from 386 users, not only from one specific query but also from 387 all previous ones. Specifically, similarity (dissimilarity) 388 constraints can be obtained from the relevance feedback, 389 with each relevant (irrelevant) image and the query 
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390 image forming a similar (dissimilar) image pair. The set 391 of similar and dissimilar image pairs (or pairwise similar-392 ity and dissimilarity constraints) is incrementally built up 393 as relevance feedback is collected from users. Thus, later 394 retrieval tasks can make use of an increasing set of sim-395 ilar and dissimilar image pairs for metric learning. The kernel-based metric learning algorithm incorporates 400 pairwise constraints to perform metric learning. In the 401 experiments performed in Section 3, we accumulate the 402 similarity constraints over multiple query sessions before 403 applying metric learning. Experimental results show that 404 more pairwise constraints can lead to greater improvement. 405 However, this also implies higher computational demand. 406 4.1. Stepwise kernel-based metric learning
407
As a compromise, we can perform stepwise kernel-based 408 metric learning by incorporating the pairwise constraints in 409 reasonably small, incremental batches each of a certain size 410 x. Whenever the batch of newly collected pairwise con-411 straints reaches this size, metric learning will be performed 412 with this batch to obtain a new metric. The batch of simi-413 larity constraints is then discarded. This process will be 414 repeated continuously with the arrival of more relevance 415 feedback from users. In so doing, knowledge acquired from 416 relevance feedback in one session can be best utilized to 417 give long-term improvement in subsequent sessions. This 418 stepwise metric adaptation algorithm is summarized in 419 Fig. 6.   420 
Evaluation on CBIR tasks
421
To evaluate the stepwise kernel-based metric learning 422 algorithm described above, we devise an automatic 423 evaluation scheme to simulate a typical CBIR system 424 with the relevance feedback mechanism implemented. 425 More specifically, for a prespecified maximum batch size 426 x, we randomly select x images from the database as 427 query images. In each query session based on one of 428 the x images, the system returns the top 20 images from 429 the database based on the current distance function, 430 which is Euclidean initially. Of these 20 images, five rel-431 evant images are then randomly chosen, simulating the 432 relevance feedback process performed by a user. 3 Our 433 kernel-based metric learning method is performed once 434 after every x sessions. 435 Fig. 7 shows the cumulative neighbor purity curves for 436 the retrieval results on the Corel image database based 437 on stepwise metric learning with different maximum batch 438 sizes x. As we can see, long-term metric learning based on 439 stepwise metric learning can result in continuous improve-440 ment of retrieval performance. Moreover, to incorporate 441 the same amount of relevance feedback from users, it seems 442 more effective to use larger batch sizes. For example, after 443 incorporating 40 query sessions from the same starting 444 point, the final metric (metric 4 ) of Fig. 7(a) is not as good 445 as that (metric 2 ) of Fig. 7(b) , which in turn is (slightly) 446 worse than that of Fig. 7(c) . Thus, provided that the com-447 putational resources permit, one should perform each met-448 ric learning step using relevance feedback from more query 449 sessions.
450
Concluding remarks
451
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient kernel-452 based distance metric learning method and demonstrated 453 its promising performance for CBIR tasks. Not only 454 does our method based on semi-supervised metric learn-455 ing improve the retrieval performance of Euclidean dis-456 tance without distance learning, it also outperforms 457 other distance learning methods significantly due to its 458 higher flexibility in metric learning. Moreover, unlike 459 most existing relevance feedback methods which only 460 improve the retrieval results within a single query Fig. 6 . Stepwise kernel-based metric learning algorithm for boosting image retrieval performance. 3 In real-world CBIR tasks, users intuitively select the most relevant images from the returned (say top 20) images. The selected images are not necessarily the nearest ones computed based on the (learned) distance metric. To simulate real-world CBIR tasks, we use five randomly selected images as relevance feedback from the user. In fact, for the purpose of metric learning, selecting more ''distant'' yet relevant images as similar pairs is even better, as the distance metric can be improved to a greater extent in the subsequent metric learning process. 465 Despite its promising performance, there is still room to 466 further enhance our proposed method. In our kernel 467 method, the kernel PCA embedding step does not make 468 use of the supervisory information available. One potential 469 direction to pursue is to combine the two steps into one 470 using the kernel trick and reformulate the metric learning 471 problem as a kernel learning problem. Other possible 472 research directions include applying the idea of kernel-473 based metric learning to other pattern recognition tasks. 
